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Who is this for?

Unemployed 
project managers

Aspiring 
project managers

Why this course?

Current teams and
project managers

PRINCE2 is your number one 
choice if you’re taking on more 
project-based work, moving 
into a project manager role 
or simply looking to formalise 
existing knowledge. Becoming 
PRINCE2 certified will equip you 
with a methodical approach to 
bring back to your workplace.

Are you an experienced project 
manager, in between jobs and 
fed up of feeling invisible to 
potential employers? You’re 
not alone. However, PRINCE2 
certification is highly valued by 
employers, so it can be the vital 
stepping stone you need to get 
you back into employment.

If you’re looking to work in 
project management, PRINCE2 
certification will instantly give 
you a head start by making your 
CV stand out from the crowd. 
There are no prerequisites
for a PRINCE2 course. All
you need is motivation towards a 
successful career transition.

Choose the PRINCE2 online Foundation course if you are looking to work 
on PRINCE2 projects. Many of our delegates have no experience with 
PRINCE2 and come to us to learn the essentials of the method.

The Foundation course is a great preliminary to the PRINCE2 Practitioner, 
should you wish to begin managing PRINCE2 projects. PRINCE2 is the 
world’s most popular project management qualification and most widely 
used method in the UK, making it the perfect addition to your CV.

Online training gives you the benefit of flexibility; you can train when and 
where you want within 3 months of purchasing the product and you even 
have the choice of taking your exam from home. The PRINCE2 Foundation 
online course is ideal for those who are busy and cannot attend a class-

“I wanted to work in 
project management
but had no relevant 

experience”
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“I had enough 
experience, but I 
never heard back 

from any interviews.”

“I was taking on 
more project work 

and needed to learn 
how to manage it”



What are the bene�ts for individuals taking the course?

Certification will instantly boost your CV and job prospects

You’ll learn a common vocabulary to use across your projects

You’ll gain authority and proof of your PRINCE2 knowledge

You’ll learn better ways of managing your projects

You’ll gain the world's most popular project management qualification

What are the bene�ts for organizations?

PRINCE2 can be used on any type/size of project

PRINCE2 can work alongside other methods/practices e.g. SCRUM, agile, PMP

Your existing project management practices can be continuously improved

Senior managers’ time can be saved by eliminating regular progress meetings

All project team members can speak the same language/terminology

Everyone on the project can have clearly defined responsibilities

PRINCE2 can increase your projects’ return on investment
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What are the course details?

PRINCE2 Foundation online training (12 months 

access)

PRINCE2 Foundation exam simulator (12 

months access)

PRINCE2 Foundation exam (valid for 12 

months)

Full support from an approved PRINCE2 trainer

Online training covers the PRINCE2 Foundation 

syllabus

High quality CBT materials, fully accredited

Extensive PRINCE2 Glossary

Full access to our online support forums

What’s included in the price?

17 hours study time required

No pre-requisites

Instant access to the course

No pre-course reading

Same day exam results

Officially accredited by PEOPLECERT



Alison Jay Steph Myura

Why choose Knowledge Train?
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Obsessed with project management

Since 2005, we have focussed on one subject: project management. Not many other 
providers can say that. In fact, many of them offer courses in seemingly everything. 
Our director is an experienced project manager with years in the field. And so are all 
of our trainers.You can feel confident that you will be taught by an expert with a 
passion for project management.

Customer service, not sales

We know sales teams are annoying. So we don’t use this approach. No telemarketing. No cold calls. No 
pestering. And no passing the call around like a disease. Call or email us and get through to a helpful person who 
knows our courses inside out.We are a small team who get to know our customers well. Have confidence we will 
help you.

High exam results, year after year

Need more proof that we offer great courses? Look no further than our exam success statistics. Since 2012, we 
have achieved above average exam success rates for our PRINCE2 courses. A huge 99% of students pass the 
PRINCE2 Foundation and 83% pass the PRINCE2 Practitioner. Not booking PRINCE2? Our MSP, Agile and 
PRINCE2 Agile exam pass rates are all well above 83%.
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All businesses have an aim to make 
money. And in that respect we are
no different from the others.
But. Our terms and conditions 
have not been created to 
scam you out of your money.
We won’t keep your money in the 
event of course cancellation. Some 
training providers will.If we have to 
cancel your course you will be entitled 
to get a refund or move your date.

Courses to suit modern life

We know our students lead busy lives. So we offer courses on weekdays, at the weekend or online. Some courses
are run every single week or month. There are a wide variety of dates to choose from. Feel confident that you will 
find a course to fit in with your schedule. No matter how busy you are.

Finally, read our genuine reviews

Check out our Google Places page and our website to see what past students really think about us. We don’t use 
third party review websites like some companies out there. They often manipulate those reviews in their favour. 
And they delete the negative ones. 

We have nothing to hide. Have a look around the website. Call us. Email us. Ask us anything. 

No corporate greed

Jess Anderson
                                             Brilliant week, enjoyed it thoroughly. Tutor was
                      excellent, learnt a hell of a lot and he had a great sense of
humour which mean I found myself smiling throughout :D I passed both
the Foundation and the Practitioner and wouldn’t have done it without
Kobus (our tutor). Location is great, friendly environment and class
size is great - about 16 of us I think. Highly recommended! Plus it was
the cheapest ‘classroom’ course I could �nd in London!

https://plus.google.com/+KnowledgetrainCoUk/about


Address

2nd floor
14 Charterhouse Square
London
EC1M 6AX

Telephone

+44 (0)20 7148 5985

Email

info@knowledgetrain.co.uk

Web

www.knowledgetrain.co.uk
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